
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx7. Rt. 8, Frederick, Md. 21701 

1/11/69 

Deer Joel Anderson, 

7ou had the wioni7 address. I enclose your envelopes. 

I hope you can undefstend that no author, particularly one who 
must perform extensive research and investigations in his writing, can rewrite 
what he has published in answer to inquiring letters. 

Those questions I can answer I have, in writing, and cannot nos take 
the time for. I work more than 18 hours seven days a week as it is. 

your questions about sing wouldrequire s book, and l have written 
it but cannot now efford to publish it. 

We maintain a mailing list of those who went to be notified of the 
appearance of our new books and of those who want automatic diipment with bill. 
I also enclose a net of those already published. 

Thank you for your interest. I think not alone interest is required 
of conscientious citizens today. I think each must also inform himself. This 
is the counterpart of the writers obligation, to make information available. 
Unfortunately, the publishers have not upheld their end. 

Sincerely yours, 

Nrold Weisberg 
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